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POSTER 1 NSERC Award 2018 
 
CLIMATE CHANGE: ARE ELECTRIC CARS REALLY THE SOLUTION? 
Bonan, B., Orsat, V., Department of Bioresource Engineering 
 
This research project tackles various concepts related to perception and 
climate change. The largest portion, presented here, is a lifecycle analysis of 
electric cars among Canada and the 10 countries with highest overall car 
ridership. In terms of scope, categories evaluated include the effects of electric 
vehicles versus conventional vehicles on climate change, human health, 
ecosystem quality, depletion of fossil fuels, and depletion of mineral resources. 
Results vary widely by region, and while overall, electric cars were deemed 
marginally more sustainable, it was determined that in Japan, India, and China, 
driving an electric car causes more negative human health impacts than driving 
a conventional vehicle. The report aims to demonstrate that without drastic 
changes in the energy landscape of many countries, a large-scale 
implementation of the electric car does not necessarily equate greater 
environmental benefit.  
 
 
 
 
POSTER 2 NSERC Award 2018 
 
THE EFFICACY AND EASE OF USE OF DIFFERENT CELL LYSIS AND DNA 
EXTRACTION SYSTEMS ON LOW BIOMASS SOILS 
Brennan, L., Whyte, L., Department of Natural Resource Sciences 
 
The McGill Arctic Research Station (MARS) is located on Axel Heiberg Island in 
the Canadian Arctic which is home to many extreme ecosystems that, despite 
their inhospitable conditions, contain diverse and abundant microbial 
communities. These communities provide clues to what life could be like 
extraterrestrially, such as on Mars, Europa, and Enceladus. A streamlined and 
automated DNA extraction, nucleic acid detection and nanopore sequencing 
system must be developed in order to detect robust biosignatures in these low 
biomass samples. The efficiency of several light weight automated nucleic acid 
extraction platforms were compared to determine their utility for planetary 
exploration and life detection, in terms of their ease of use, detection limits 
and extracted DNA quality. Preliminary results have shown that the FastPrep 
device is effective, fast, and portable in combination with a Qiagen or Sox DNA 
extraction kit. DNA sequencing of samples with a MinION is currently in 
progress. 

 
  



POSTER 3 Rudi Dallenbach Award 2018 
 
THE INFLUENCE OF URBAN LANDSCAPES ON URBAN HEAT ISLAND EFFECT 
Chen, J., Sengupta, R., McGill School of Environment 
 
An urban heat island (UHI) is an urban area or metropolitan area that is 
significantly warmer than its surrounding rural areas due to human activities. 
To better understand local UHI variability in the context of urban morphology, 
a low-cost sensor network was built and deployed for UHI mapping within 
downtown campus of McGill University. These sensors collected and processed 
spatio-temporal data at 5 minutes intervals for two types of land surfaces on 
campus: paved surface and grassland. Temperature differences were observed 
and recorded to study the influence of landscapes on UHI in urban area.  

 
 
 
 
 
POSTER 4 NSERC Award 2018 
 
GENETIC ALTERATION OF OAT (AVENA SATIVA) FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF 
OIL CONTENT TRAITS  
Donoso, T., Singh, J., Department of Plant Science 
 
Oil content in oat is an important breeding target. Increasing oil content 
contributes to energy densification and enrichment of unsaturated fatty acids, 
which increases oat’s nutritional value for animals and humans. Altering oil 
traits through conventional breeding approaches is complex. However, our 
laboratory has standardised a new genetic transformation strategy using the 
Biolistic method for oat’s improvement. A construct containing genes for fatty 
acid synthesis and hygromycin antibiotic selection was used to enhance the oil 
content in oat grain and leaves. Three bombardment experiments were 
conducted. Approximately 105 calli pieces were processed through hygromycin 
selection on DBC3 media supplemented with CuSO4, 2,4-D, and BAP. After 3-4 
rounds of selection, 10 calli have shown healthy growth – a transformation 
frequency of 9.5%. Currently, regeneration of putative transgenic calli is in 
progress. Future work will involve screening of these candidates, their progeny, 
as well as lipid content analysis using molecular and biochemical tools. 

 
 
 
 
 
  



POSTER 5 NSERC Award 2018 
 
A REPORTER CELL LINE TO ESTIMATE THE RATE OF PARASITE KILLING 
Ghaeli, K., Salavati, R., Institute of Parasitology 
 
Trypanosoma brucei, a pathogenic parasite, causes human African 
trypanosomiasis or sleeping sickness. Even though there are drugs available in 
the market to treat sleeping sickness, numerous new compounds are being 
tested in vitro using high-throughput screens to find well-tolerated, affordable, 
and effective drugs. A reliable dose-response study of the potent compounds 
on the growth of the trypanosomes is critical to distinguish between the 
cytostatic and cytocidal effect of compounds. Currently, available methods 
such as resazurin (Alamar blue), luciferase reporter, and cell counting are time-
consuming, invasive and inaccurate. We designed a mCherry reporter cell line 
to provide an initial estimate of cytocidal compounds. We are in the process of 
optimizing the assay by monitoring the effect of known cytostatic and cytocidal 
compounds at different concentrations over time. This assay will be valuable 
for rapidly estimating the potency and cytocidal activity of compounds as part 
of the trypanosomes drug discovery pipeline.  

 
 
POSTER 6 NSERC Award 2018  
 
DATA SCIENCE AND DATA QUALITY CHALLENGES: A REVIEW OF MERCURY 
EXPOSURES IN HUMAN POPULATIONS WORLDWIDE (2000-2018) 
Griffin, J., Basu, N., Department of Natural Resource Sciences 
 
Mercury (Hg) is a global contaminant of concern. The main sources of human 
exposure to Hg include seafood consumption, artisanal and small-scale gold 
mining, and dental amalgams. Human exposure to Hg can be tested using hair, 
whole blood, cord blood, and urine as biomarkers. Although studies on Hg 
exposure in human populations have been undertaken around the world, there 
remains a need to collate and analyze this data, particularly in light of the UN 
Minamata convention on Mercury. To meet this need, a systematic review of 
Hg exposure was performed by researchers at McGill, the World Health 
Organization, and various other institutions. Challenges exist with such studies, 
as “big data” requires rigorous standardizations and quality control. I was able 
to systematically increase quality of the data, facilitating potential future 
expansions on the project, as well as generate a map that allowed for rapid 
identification of heavily-studied geographic areas and ecosystems, as well as 
those that required further study. 

 
  



POSTER 7 School of Human Nutrition Award 2018 
 
INTERACTION OF DRD2/ANKK Taq1A GENOTYPE WITH IN-STORE FOOD 
DISPLAYS ON DIET QUALITY IN A COHORT OF QUEBEC ADULTS 
Han, H., Nielsen, D., School of Human Nutrition 
 
This project evaluated the interaction between DRD2/ANKK1 Taq1A genotype, 
a candidate for differential susceptibility, and exposure to neighbourhood in-
store food marketing on diet quality. CARTaGENE biobank data (n=3,013) were 
geospatially linked to data on in-store displays of soft drinks, ice cream, and 
vegetables. The Canadian-adaptation of the Healthy Eating Index 2010 (HEI-C) 
was calculated from food frequency questionnaires. Generalized estimating 
equations adjusted for sociodemographics and energy intake were used to 
evaluate interactions between Taq1A and food display measures. A significant 
interaction was observed between Taq1A and ice cream display on HEI-C 
(estimate: -1.03 (95% confidence interval (CI): -2.04, -0.01), p=0.048). Exposure 
to ice cream displays was inversely associated with HEI-C among Taq1A carriers 
(relative risk (RR): 0.78 (95% CI: 0.61, 0.99, p=0.042), but there was no 
significant association for non-carriers. DRD2/ANKK1 Taq1A is associated with 
response to the obesogenic environment, but further evaluation is needed for 
evidence of differential susceptibility. 

 
 
POSTER 8 NSERC Award 2018 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF SIMPLE EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES FOR ACRYLAMIDE 
ANALYSIS IN FRIED POTATO CHIPS 
He, N., Bayen, S., Department of Food Science & Agricultural Chemistry    
 
An investigation was conducted on alternative methods of extraction and 
detection for acrylamide quantification in food that allow for easier, rapid 
analysis. The QuEChERS extraction method for pesticides in food was modified 
and applied for potato chips. Detection methods investigated included HPLC-
DAD, as well as a novel approach of reacting extracts with brown Br water and 
measuring the extent of decolorization via spectrophotometry. Extracts were 
analyzed using HPLC-QToF-MS for confirmation of the extraction procedure 
and comparison with other detection methods. Though DAD detection and the 
bromination approach performed poorly in comparison to LC-MS, results 
indicate good performance of the QuEChERS method for acrylamide, with 70-
80% recovery and LOD of 110ppb. 

 
  



POSTER 9 NSERC Award 2018 
 
EVALUATING THE INTERACTION OF CYTOPLASMIC FATTY ACID BINDING 
PROTEINS (FABPS) WITH CALNEXIN (CNX), AN ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM 
(ER)-LOCALIZED MOLECULAR CHAPERONE 
Lamontagne, S., Agellon, L., School of Human Nutrition 
 
The cytoplasmic domain of CNX is known to interact with epidermal FABP5, a 
member of a family of cytoplasmic lipid binding proteins. This interaction is 
hypothesized to regulate cellular function and metabolic activity. Nutritional 
status may play a role in modulating CNX-FABP5 interactions since FABP5 
ligands (e.g., fatty acids) are acquired from the diet. The objective of this 
project is to analyze whether the interaction with CNX is conserved among 
other FABP family members and to map the CNX binding site among these 
proteins. Results from protein-protein interaction assays demonstrate that 
intestinal FABP6 and liver FABP1 also interact with CNX. A variant of FABP5 
lacking its α-helical domain was cloned and will be used to investigate the 
involvement of this region in the binding with CNX. Overall, the project 
suggests the conservation of the interaction with CNX among FABP family 
members and a helix-less version of FABP5 has been generated for further 
investigations. 

 
POSTER 10  Brown Martlet Award 2018 
 
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE PROFILING OF STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS ISOLATES 
FROM BOVINE MILK IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 
Li, K., Zhao, X., Department of Animal Science 
 
Staphylococcus aureus is a leading pathogen in causing bovine mastitis, a 
disease that affects bovine mammary tissue and has a major impact on milk 
production as well as animal welfare. S. aureus is known for its capability to 
quickly develop a resistance in response to each new antibiotic, which was 
initiated with penicillin in the 1940s, and followed by methicillin and more 
recently with glycopeptides, such as vancomycin. This emergence of antibiotic 
resistance of S. aureus over the years, with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus (MRSA) in particular, has become a growing concern worldwide. This 
study was carried out to characterize the antimicrobial resistance profile of 70 
Staphylococcus aureus isolates from bovine milk in different countries, 
including the U.S., Canada and Pakistan. Investigation of the resistance pattern 
is essential for understanding the selection pressure on resistance 
development and for selection of appropriate therapy for effective 
management of mastitis and other S. aureus-associated infections.  

  



POSTER 11 NSERC Award 2018 
 
GENETIC ELEMENTS OF THE LEGIONELLA PNEUMOPHILA RESPONSE TO 
TRANSIENT HEAT SHOCK 
Liang, J., Faucher, S., Department of Natural Resource Sciences 
 
The human built environment is interlaced with engineered water systems, 
including plumbing, cooling towers, and water supply networks. These 
represent ecological niches and dispersal routes for waterborne pathogens, 
especially in industrialized nations. Legionella pneumophila is an aquatic 
bacterium which causes Legionnaire’s Disease, a severe pneumonic infection. A 
hot water flush is a common control strategy against Legionella, but 
populations typically rebound following treatment. To investigate its survival 
under thermal stress, the Philadelphia-1 strain was subjected to serial heat 
shock and recovery to identify mutations increasing fitness at high 
temperatures. We hypothesize that mutations will be clustered in regions that 
are identified by microarray as under transcriptional regulation. An 
understanding of the mechanisms behind the heat resistance of L. pneumophila 
will help with the design of more effective sterilization strategies, improving 
the safety of vulnerable water delivery systems. 

 
POSTER 12 NSERC Award 2018  
 
CHANGES IN SPECIFIC TRANSCRIPTS OF ENDOMETRIUM DURING UTERINE 
INVOLUTION IN DAIRY COWS.  
Manley, S., Duggavathi, R., Department of Animal Science 
       
A study examined endometrial gene expression at 7 and 21 days postpartum 
(DPP) in healthy and cytological endometriosis (CE) cows. Using a gene-level 
bioinformatics pipeline, they found that genes of inflammation and tissue-
repair were altered by DPP21 in healthy but not in CE cows [1]. Given genes can 
encode multiple transcripts, we used the transcript-aware pipeline, Kallisto-
Sleuth, to uncover altered transcripts in their RNAseq data. Nine-hundred-
eighty-eight genes had multiple (2-11) transcripts. There were 1140 
differentially abundant transcripts encoded by 995 genes in HC cows at DPP21, 
but none in CE cows. Of the multi-transcript genes SAA3, S100A12 and C2 had 
two downregulated transcripts each. But, one of the two transcripts of C1RL 
was downregulated and one of the two IGF2 transcripts was upregulated. In 
conclusion, our analysis showed that specific transcripts of pro-inflammatory 
genes were downregulated and those of homeostasis genes were upregulated 
at 21DPP in HC but not CE cows.  



POSTER 13 NSERC Award 2018 
 
THE EFFECTS OF LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE ON POLLINATION ECOSYSTEM 
SERVICES IN THE MONTÉRÉGIE 
Martin, E., Bennett, E., Department of Natural Resource Sciences 
 
Landscape heterogeneity, defined as the mean field size and level of crop 
diversity within a given region, dictates the ecosystem services provided by the 
landscape by offering different amounts and types of resources and habitat. In 
this study, bees and other insects, which provide pollination ecosystem 
services, were sampled using pan traps in soybean fields across the 
Montérégie. Sites were divided into four categories: high diversity with large 
fields, low diversity with large fields, high diversity with small fields, and low 
diversity with small fields. The diversity and abundance of bee populations in 
each category of site can give insight into the landscape structure most 
beneficial to these vulnerable and important species. 

 
 
 
POSTER 14 NSERC Award 2018 
 
MODIFYING EXPRESSION OF LAS IN ARABIDOPSIS USING CRISPR-CAS9 
MULTIPLEX MUTAGENESIS 
McCarty, V., Wilkins, O., Department of Plant Science   
 
Cis-regulatory elements (CREs), such as promoters, regulate the magnitude, as 
well as the spatial and temporal distribution of gene transcription. Since CREs 
influence a gene's expression, but are not part of the sequence which encodes 
a protein, mutations in CREs are more likely to result in a desirable change in 
phenotype. For this reason, variation in CREs has been credited for many 
breeding successes (Rodriguez-Leal et al. 2017). In this experiment, we attempt 
to perform multiplex mutagenesis using CRISPR-Cas9 to generate variation in 
the promoter region of the LATERAL SUPPRESSOR (LAS) gene, which encodes a 
transcription factor in Arabidopsis thaliana. Mutations in LAS are associated 
with decreased branching in aerial tissues. Successful mutagenesis would yield 
mutant plants with a range of branching phenotypes. In addition to supporting 
breeding efforts, mutagenesis of CREs using CRISPR-Cas9 could be used to 
investigate the connections between the components of gene regulatory 
networks. 

 
 
 
 
  



POSTER 15 NSERC Award 2018 
 
TESTING BIOCHAR IN COMBINATION WITH WOOD VINEGAR AS A 
HYDROPONIC GROWING SUBSTRATE FOR RUBUS SPECTABILIS 
Moland, S., Lefsrud, M., Department of Bioresource Engineering 
 
This research investigated the use of biochar in combination with wood vinegar 
as a potential substrate in hydroponic growing systems for perennial berry 
shrubs. Samples of Rubus spectabilis were propagated by cuttings and placed in 
four separate hydroponic drip irrigation systems containing the substrates 
biochar - with and without wood vinegar - and perlite - with and without wood 
vinegar. Data analysis using one-way ANOVA and post-hoc Scheffe tests 
showed that, over a two week growth period, there was no significant 
difference in aboveground growth between any of the four substrates. The 
mean chlorophyll content of the leaves for plants grown in perlite with wood 
vinegar addition was slightly, but significantly, greater than both biochar 
groups. Wood vinegar addition was found to significantly decrease substrate 
pH but the extent to which this affects plant growth remains uncertain. This 
research should be continued to study effects of substrate differences on R. 
spectabilis fruiting.  

 
 
POSTER 16 NSERC Award 2018 
 
EFFECT OF NITROGEN FORM ON FLOWER BUD INDUCTION IN STRAWBERRY 
(FRAGARIA X ANANASSA) 
Morier-Gxoyiya, C., Gravel, V., Department of Plant Science 
 
Nitrogen is available for plant uptake and metabolism under two ionic forms: 
ammonium, NH4

+, and nitrate NO3
- . High ammonium intake can have a 

negative effect on plant growth due to toxicity and impaired photosynthesis. 
However, a portion of nitrogen supplied under the cationic form can potentially 
have beneficial effects in crops. A combination of ammonium and nitrate can 
have an impact on the flowering time and abundance, which in turns effects 
fruit yield and fruit quality attributes. The effect of four different 
ammonium:nitrate ratios in the fertilizer solution on the flower bud induction, 
phenology, yield, and chlorophyll content of strawberry (Fragaria x ananassa) 
cv. “Albion” grown in soilless culture was observed. No significant difference 
among fertilizer treatments (P>0.05) was observed for the strawberry plant 
growth assessed through strawberry crown dissections. No significant 
difference (P>0.05) among fertilizer treatments was observed for strawberry 
yields. No sign of plant toxicity were observed. 

 
 
  



POSTER 17 NSERC Award 2018 
 
CHARACTERIZATION OF CANOLA PROTEIN BASED SUPER-ABSORBENT 
POLYMER HYDROGEL 
Pille, A., Orsat, V., Department of Bioresource Engineering 
 
Superabsorbent polymer hydrogels (SAP) are polymer networks that can 
absorb thousands of times their weight in water. Bio-based SAP can be made 
from either bio-based monomer or natural macromolecules, such as sugars and 
proteins. The SAP studied in this project was synthesized from hydrolyzed 
canola protein and acrylic acid using polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) as 
a cross-linker and potassium persulfate (KPS) as an initiator. The swelling ability 
of the SAP were tested and compared to that of the SAP once it had been 
modified by photo initiated chemical vapour deposition (PICVD). It was found 
that the surface modification did not significantly increase swelling kinetics or 
total swelling however it did lead to a most consistent rate of swelling. 
Additional tests included compressive strength, swelling in various pHs, 
thermal stability and re-swelling tests to determine the reusability of the 
product. 

 
 
POSTER 18 NSERC Award 2018 
 
MODIFYING EXPRESSION OF PDS3 IN ARABIDOPSIS USING CRISPR-CAS9 
Rosenbaum, P., Charron, J.-B., Department of Plant Science 

 
Breeding successes have historically hinged on variation in regulatory DNA 
sequences that control transcription; however, genetic bottlenecks at the time 
of domestication resulted in limited variation of these sequences in 
domesticated plants. This lack of variation hinders crop improvement through 
conventional breeding. Cis-regulatory elements (CREs) like promoters regulate 
the timing, location and rate of gene expression; therefore, mutant CREs can 
yield quantitative variation without the damaging effects associated with 
coding sequences mutations. Multiplexed mutagenesis of CREs using CRISPR-
Cas9 can create variation in CREs affecting agronomic quantitative traits 
(Rodriguez-Leal et al. 2017). This approach was adapted to target the promoter 
region of the PDS3 gene in Arabidopsis thaliana. PDS3 was chosen because its 
obvious mutant phenotype (albino, dwarf) simplifies mutant validation. 
Modulating CREs will expedite breeding programs by creating regulatory 
variation, but just as importantly, analysis of mutants will help characterize 
network interactions and regulatory motifs. 

 
  



POSTER 19 NSERC Award 2018 
 
ANALYSIS OF TRICHURIS SUIS EXCRETORY/SECRETORY PROTEINS AS 
IMMUNOMODULATORS OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE 
Siciliani, E., Jardim, A., Institute of Parasitology 
 
Trichuris suis ova (TSO) have been used in clinical therapy due to their 
exceptional ability to down-regulate the host immune response in patients 
suffering from inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). The hatching of TSO, and the 
subsequent maturation of T. suis in the host, has been shown to be responsible 
for immunomodulation of IBD. Here we show the effects of individual 
components, as well as the crude extract, of the T. suis excretory/secretory 
proteins (TsESP) on bone marrow-derived macrophages. These results can be 
extrapolated to the mechanisms occurring at the molecular level, after TSO 
infection, when used in therapy for patients suffering from IBD. Macrophages 
represent a branch of the immune response, namely the innate immune 
system, which plays a role in inflammation in IBD. Our study shows that key 
inflammatory cytokines are down-regulated, while anti-inflammatory cytokines 
are up-regulated, using both individual recombinant TsESPs, as well as crude T. 
suis extract.  

 
POSTER 20 NSERC Award 2018 
 
AUTOMATION OF INJURY ASSESSMENT ON DAIRY COWS USING 3D SCANNER 
St. Pierre, J., Vasseur, E., Department of Animal Science 
 
The proAction Initiative is a certification program where dairy cow comfort is 
assessed through animal-based measures such as injury prevalence. Injury 
prevalence is often impacted by the cow’s housing environment; however, on-
farm assessment requires both considerable time and training. Automation of 
injury assessment through 3D pictures is a way to improve efficiency during on-
farm assessments of visual injury and swelling. The objective was to develop 
procedures for capturing on-farm 3D pictures of hock injuries using the 3D 
scanner Sense 2 (3D Systems, USA). The procedures were validated using the 
following criteria: security, proximity to cow while scanning, total time per 
scan, number of persons required, and scan quality. Optimal results were 
obtained using the following settings: show target ring, flip scan view, low 
geometry resolution, medium-small scan volume, and brightness correction 
settings. Future work is required to validate the accuracy and the precision of 
the Sense 2 scanner for injury assessment in dairy cows.



POSTER 21 NSERC Award 2018 
 
LOGGING MOVEMENT OF RHINOCEROS AUKLETS AND ITS IMPACTS ON 
REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS 
Sun, A., Elliott, K., Department of Natural Resource Engineering 
 
By using biologgers (e.g. GPS loggers), we can follow seabirds out into the 
ocean and consequently, further understand the effects of climate change on 
marine ecosystems. Yet, very little is known about the effects of handling and 
biologging on seabirds. The goal of my project is to improve our understanding 
of (i) handling effects on rhinoceros auklets, and (ii) differences in foraging 
behaviour between incubation and chick-rearing so that we can best minimize 
our impact on the species. Auklets were most tolerant to handling during early 
chick-rearing, and tended to forage more frequently and closer to the colony 
when they had chicks. My project shows that biologging is a feasible option to 
study these birds and provides initial information on their distribution across 
two stages. 

 
POSTER 22 NSERC Award 2018 
 
IDENTIFICATION OF AN OPTIMAL NANOMATERIAL PLATFORM FOR VACCINE 
DELIVERY 
Vuilleumier-Kaufmann, B., George, S., Department of Food Science & 
Agricultural Chemistry   
 
Halloysite nanoclay (Al2Si2O5(OH)4)n is a silica-based nanomaterial with a 
tubular morphology that has a great potential for the loading of small 
molecules or proteins. This can be useful in the targeted and sustained delivery 
of drugs or antigens into living organisms. With halloysite nanoclay as a starting 
material, three others were synthesized by surface functionalization with 
chitosan and polyethylenimine, and by etching the internal surface with acid. 
The nanomaterials were characterized based on size, shape, and surface 
charge. Then, we studied the different conditions of loading that would 
promote the highest protein-nanomaterial binding: different proteins (alpha-
lactalbumin, bovine serum albumin, and lysozyme), nanomaterials, loading pH, 
and method of loading. The etched halloysite particles had a higher loading of 
alpha-lactalbumin and BSA at pH 4.0 (around 25%), and a higher loading of 
lysozyme at pH 7.4 (around 20%) by drying with a vacuum centrifuge. 

 
 
 
 
  



POSTER 23 NSERC Award 2018 
 
IMPACT OF HARVEST ON THE CARBON BALANCE OF A QUEBEC PEAT 
PRODUCTION SITE 
Weinberg, N., Strachan, I., Department of Natural Resource Engineering   
 
Canadian peatlands cover more surface area than the province of Ontario and 
represent overall long-term carbon sinks. Commercial peat production for 
horticultural use is an important industry in Canada, but little is known of its 
consequences for the peatland carbon balance. This project examines the 
impact of the harvesting process on the CO2 exchange at a peat production site 
in Rivière-du-Loup, Quebec. To achieve this, CO2 concentrations were sampled 
using an opaque chamber. Air was passed from the chamber through an 
environmental gas monitor for several minutes to determine the CO2 flux. 
Baseline measurements were taken at various locations within the field one 
hour before peat harvest. These measurements were repeated immediately 
after the harvest, providing the experimental dataset. While final results are 
pending further analysis, a better understanding of the carbon exchange at 
peat production sites will serve as a basis for future research. 

 
POSTER 24 NSERC Award 2018 
 
CO-EXPOSURE OF PCBS TO ANTHOCYANIN-RICH MEALS DURING SIMULATED 
GASTROINTESTINAL DIGESTION PROTECTS AGAINST TOXICITY OF PCB 
DIGESTS IN A NOVEL IN VITRO INTESTINAL EPITHELIAL CELL CULTURE MODEL 
Wilson, E., Kubow, S., School of Human Nutrition   
 

Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) congeners (P126 and P153) are pollutants 
ubiquitous in the diet. They induce intestinal oxidative stress, inflammation and 
cytotoxicity1, which have been linked with a reduced colonic microbiota 
diversity2 producing PCB metabolites toxic to intestinal epithelial cells3. 
Anthocyanins are polyphenols rich in purple potatoes that are transformed by 
gut microbiota into antioxidant metabolites4, which may protect against PCB-
mediated intestinal cell toxicity. Here we describe a normal human small 
intestinal epithelial cell (HIEC-6) culture model to test the toxicity of colonic 
microbial digests obtained from simulated gastrointestinal digestion of PCB 
congeners (P126 and P153) co-exposed to anthocyanin-rich purple potato 
meals. This testing model addresses major limitations of previous in vitro PCB 
toxicity studies which use tumorigenic intestinal cells and test PCBs in absence 
of their gastrointestinal digestion. Preliminary results suggest that anthocyanin-
rich purple potato meals have the potential to protect normal intestinal 
epithelial cells against PCB-induced cytotoxicity. 

  



POSTER 25 CIFST Award 2018 
 
OPTIMIZATION OF FUNCTIONAL INGREDIENTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
CHOCOLATE PRODUCT 
Wise, L., Karboune, S., Department of Food Science & Agricultural Chemistry   
 
With the goal of producing a raw, vegan, “guilt-free” chocolate bar, eleven 
formulations were first tested, where in the ratios, quantities and types of 
syrups that could be used as flavouring, binding and moistening agents, had all 
been adjusted. A first sensory evaluation was conducted on the best four of 
these eleven trials, as well as the initial control brought to us by the company. 
Various gums and gum synergies, used as functional ingredients to add 
chewiness, thickness and retain moisture, were then added to the control. Five 
of sixteen total tests using gums were included in a second sensory evaluation. 
The results revealed that 0.1% alginate conferred optimal sensory qualities to 
the original control, namely in terms of its chocolate flavour, cohesiveness, 
sweetness, overall taste and texture. A two-cycle compression texture profile 
analysis was performed whose results corroborated the data from the sensory 
evaluation. Finally, a 10-formulation optimization followed, where the amount 
of alginate (0.05-0.6%), the ratio of Date syrup to Yacon syrup (30-60%) and 
that of pumpkin seeds to sunflower seeds (40-100%) were all tweaked. 
Ultimately, only one of these formulations satisfied and exceeded the texture 
and a flavour standard established by the company, and was approved as the 
new control. 

 

POSTER 26 School of Human Nutrition Award 2018 
 
PATIENTS’ EXPERIENCE WITH THE KETOGENIC DIET AND DIABETES 
Wong, K., Brazeau, A.-S., School of Human Nutrition   
 
The ketogenic diet (KD) is a high-fat, very-low carbohydrate diet which has 
quickly gained interest by many individuals with diabetes, despite the lack of 
long term evidence and the disapproval of its use by many clinicians. We aim to 
understand reasons, motivations and challenges with following the diet. 11 
semi-structured interviews were conducted in-person, audio-recorded, and 
transcribed. Two researchers then performed thematic analysis. Participants 
were 41-77 years old (46% women) and following the KD for 3-18 months. 91% 
(n=10) stated their motivation was to reverse or better manage diabetes, or to 
reduce/stop taking diabetic medications. Social disapproval and lack of support 
from a health care professional was the main challenge, which was overruled 
by self-reported benefits such as improved glycemic control, weight loss, and 
satiety. The current study suggests a wide range of self-reported benefits, 
which appear to prevail over social and lifestyle challenges. 


